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Indiaâ€™s financial capital and an incredible city that attracts visitors in hordes, Mumbai is a delightful
experience for any tourist. Travel agents routinely offer cheap flights to Mumbai on their portals to
cash in on the latent demand that   exists amongst foreign tourists to explore this city.

The city has such a unique charm that some people who step into the city never return back,
choosing to make the city their home. Its cosmopolitan appeal never fails to impress visitors who are
often charmed by the warmth and hospitality of Mumbaikars.

Being the home to Indiaâ€™s lively and pulsating film industry, Mumbai has often been known as the
â€˜City of Dreamsâ€™ as it offers a home to anyone and everyone who steps in its fold.

If you are traveling to Mumbai on a business or leisure trip, then the easiest way to  explore the city
of Mumbai is to opt for a  sightseeing tour of the city that takes tourists to places like the
Walkeshwar Temple, St. Thomas Cathedral, St.Michael Church, Siddhivinayak Temple, Mumba
Devi Temple, Mount Mary Church, Maha Laxmi Temple, Iskon Temple, Haji Ali that offer rich
insights into the cultural and historical heritage of Mumbai.

The list of attractions that one can see  in this city does not end here and those who have the time 
should definitely explore places like  the Nehru Planetarium, National Gallery of Modern Art,
Hanging Gardens, Flora Fountain, Film City, Fashion Street, and Crawford Market that see an influx
of a large number of visitors every day.

Those looking for some fun and adventure can enjoy themselves in places like the Suraj Water
Park, Shangrila, Fantasy Land Nishiland, Water Kingdom and Essel World.

Mumbai also proves to be the perfect base for excursions to places like Elephanta and Kanheri
Caves, Khandala, Panchgani, Mahabalaeshwar  that have charmed people for centuries.

Can any trip to Mumbai be complete without a trip to its iconic beaches like Aksa, Versova, Juhu,
Madh Island, Marine Drive that offer the perfect reprieve from the hustle and bustle of city life.

These beaches offer the perfect opportunity for adventure sports enthusiasts who can dive, snorkel,
kayak and kite-surf in the azure waters of the Arabian Sea.

Anyone coming to Mumbai should be prepared to bear the chaos the city has to offer but there is an
inherent charm in this chaos that refuses to fade away and slowly and steadily grows on you
tempting you to book your flights to Mumbai  to explore this incredible city on your next holiday.
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John Wood - About Author:
The author is an expert in travel affairs and offers handy tips to travelers about getting a Cheap
Flights and tickets to all international destinations. To know the secret of getting a flights to Mumbai.
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